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List of Abbreviations 
API Application Programming Interface. A collection of protocols which enable 
communication between different software. 
CAD Computer-aided design. A system used to help with creation of designs. 
These designs can be blueprints of buildings or parts of machine. 
DOM Document Object Model. A way to describe a standard way for 
communicating with document on the web. 
GIS Geographic Information System. A technology which enables storing and 
managing geographical data. 
IPS Indoor Positioning System. A system which enables locating and 
wayfinding with high accuracy indoors. 
POI Point of Interest. A map marking which represents either an abstract or 
physical point of interest in the map such as restaurant or attraction. 
REST Representational State Transfer. A model of a web service which provides 
an ability to exchange and use information between computer systems on 
the internet.
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1 Introduction 
As our world becomes more automated and the demand for time-efficiency increases, 
the need for indoor location services has risen during the past few decades. When 
visiting a large and complex indoor environment, people need to know where they are in 
a room, where the room is on a floor and which floor they are on within the building. 
(Goswami, 2013.) Indoor location and wayfinding services typically require an indoor 
map in order to show the user’s location and surroundings. Indoor maps represent a 
detailed cartography of the building containing key elements such as walls, floor, rooms, 
and other Points of Interest (POI). This thesis focuses on indoor maps and how they can 
be managed. The thesis was done for a Finnish company called Steerpath, which 
specializes in delivering both indoor location and indoor map services. The goal of this 
project was to enhance the company’s indoor map maintenance and update services. 
Part of Steerpath indoor map creation is extracting data from existing digitalised drawings 
of the maps. These drawings are usually in a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) format. 
Edited CADs are processed through Steerpath map pipeline and the end result is 
detailed indoor map presented in vector format. Should there be any changes in the 
building these updates need to be added to the original drawing which will then get 
reprocessed through the system. There was a clear need within Steerpath to improve 
the current system and web application was explored as one of the solutions. The main 
goal was to make the editing process more efficient and user friendly. In this thesis the 
application that was developed is referred as Indoor Map Editor. 
Creating an efficient web based indoor map editor and making the user experience fluid 
and intuitive were two main points of the thesis. The efficiency of the editor can be 
measured by how well it performs on editing geospatial data. This thesis will first present 
the concepts of digitalised maps, Steerpath’s map data models and current state of the 
maintenance process in chapter 2. Chapter 3 reviews the User Experience designs of 
existing geospatial editors. In order to fully understand the requirements for the Indoor 
Map Editor a comprehensive user requirement survey was conducted among the 
employees of Steerpath. The answers of the survey are analysed in chapter 4 and the 
architecture and implementations of these requirements are explained in chapter 5 and 
6. To measure the success of the application, a usability test was carried out, and the 
results of the test are analysed in chapter 7. 
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2 Indoor Maps 
Whereas outdoor maps are more focused on showcasing larger scale objects such as 
cities, road, rivers and oceans indoor maps are focused on the map data inside the 
buildings. Indoor map data tends to change more often, and it is more critical to 
businesses than outdoor map data when integrated into their systems and services. It is 
also more dense and detailed and is visualized in deeper zoom levels. Showing more 
data more densely can also make indoor maps more complex. The complexity of indoor 
maps can also be seen in the vertical axis: buildings can have hundreds of floors layered 
on top of each other whereas outdoor maps don’t have as much data on the vertical axis. 
(Haveri et al., 2012) The aim of this thesis is to find a way to manage indoor map data in 
efficiently and user-friendly way. 
2.1 Geographical Information System 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) is a technology which is used to store 
geographical data which is usually coupled with contextual attributes. Attributes can 
contain additional information about each of the spatial feature. For example, in addition 
to building’s spatial data there may exist contextual attributes such as type and number 
of floors related to the building. (Dempsey, 2018.) 
The concept of coupling spatial data with contextual attributes can also be used in indoor 
maps. In addition to rooms geographical data, attributes such as room’s name and 
category can be stored in the system. Steerpath indoor map data follows the GIS 
practises by having contextual attributes stored in addition to geometric data. An evident 
use of GIS technology is using it in computer cartography. Traditionally there are two 
ways of representing GIS data: raster images and vectors features. (Dempsey, 2018.) 
2.2 Map Presentation 
Raster tiled maps can be thought as matrixes where each of the cells represent a part of 
the map as a digitalised image. These images can be referenced as tiles. At the highest 
zoom level, entire world map can be presented in one tile and as the map gets zoomed 
in deeper tiles will be split into four pieces. This means that raster maps require relatively 
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more data as each time the map gets zoomed in new set of tile images is required. 
(Ordnance Survey, 2018.) 
The main difference between raster tiles and vector tiles is that vector tiles store the 
geometrical and contextual information of each map feature, while a raster tile store the 
visualised flattened compound of the data. The features in the vector maps can be: 
• Points, which can be seen as symbols or labels indicating for example POIs 
or area name. Points consist of only one pair of latitude and longitude 
coordinates. 
• Lines, which can represent roads or rivers. Lines may have multiple pairs 
of coordinates. 
• Polygons which can be used to visualise oceans or land masses. Polygons 
coordinate pairs start and end at the same point. Polygons can be used to 
represent area associated with the POI. 
As the maps gets zoomed in these vector features scale concurrently enabling high 
quality maps at all zoom levels (Ordnance Survey, 2018.) Vector tile features might also 
have contextual attributes stored in it as metadata. These attributes can be used to group 
and categorise the map data. Compared to raster map presentations vector maps 
provide more fluid, responsive and less memory consuming maps. (Ordnance Survey, 
2018.)  
2.3 Map Data Formats 
GeoJSON is geospatial data format which is based on JavaScript Object Notation 
(JSON) and it can be used to define different types of JSON objects which are used to 
represent geographic features, their properties and spatial coordinates. Traditionally 
coordinates are presented as longitudes and latitudes. There are seven types of 
geometries that GeoJSON supports: 
• Points are the simplest type geometry and they represent a single position. 
• LineStrings represent a line which requires starting and end point. 
• Polygons have the same first and end coordinate. 
• Multipoints are used to represent a collection of single points. 
• MultiLineStrings contain collection of single lines. 
• MultiPolygons represent collection of polygons. 
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• GeometryCollections can contain multiple different type of geometries. 
In addition to geometric data GeoJSON objects may contain contextual attributes. 
Objects that contain both spatial data and contextual attributes are referred as Features 
and collection of Features is called FeatureCollection. (MacWright, 2015.)  Example of 
how GeoJSON Feature representing one POI can be encoded is shown in the Listing 1 
below. 
{ 
 "type": "Feature", 
      "properties": { 
  "css_class": "café_poi", 
  "buildingRef": "67", 
  "layerIndex": 2, 
  "title": "Café1"  
 }, 
      "geometry": { 
  "type": "Point", 
         "coordinates": [ 
            24.825196266174316, 
            60.216375997829886 
         ] 
 } 
} 
Listing 1. Example of GeoJSON Feature where contextual attributes are stored in the properties 
object and spatial data in geometry object. The “css_class” attribute determines the 
type of the POI. Attributes “buildingRef” and “layerIndex” are used to describe to which 
building and floor the POI belongs to. 
GeoJSON features are not bound to represent a physical structure which means that 
any geographical space can be a GeoJSON feature. The concepts of GeoJSON are 
based on pre-existing open GIS standards but they are modified to fit web application 
development. (Butler et al., 2016.) 
Steerpath indoor map vector data is encoded in GeoJSON. For example, a POI 
representing a building wing can be thought as GeoJSON Feature with abstract 
geographical space. While GeoJSON format can be used with indoor maps there exists 
some concepts that are not natively supported by GeoJSON. For example, the concept 
of building’s floor and how they can be layered on top of each other is not natively 
supported in GeoJSON.  
TopoJSON is a geospatial data format created based on GeoJSON to tackle its 
complexity (Macwright, 2015.). Instead of listing geometric features TopoJSON uses 
topology for storing data. Topology means that coordinates have indexes to which 
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features refer to. Topological encoding eliminates redundancy since geometries can be 
shared and utilised by multiple features. For instance, coordinates of polygon object can 
be used for both fill and outline representation. Therefore, TopoJSON is more compact 
compared to GeoJSON encoding (Bostock, 2016.). While TopoJSON has advantages 
over GeoJSON due to its compactness it is not as widely supported by existing 
geographical tools and libraries as GeoJSON. Therefore, it was not considered to be 
used in the project as it would require work to modify existing tools to support it. (Virkkilä, 
2018.) 
2.4 Comparing Existing Map Rendering Solutions  
The application developed in this project for managing the indoor map data requires web 
map library in order to show the maps. In addition to showing the map data on the web 
the library should also provide tools for managing and editing the geometric data. There 
exist open source solutions for visualising map data on the web but in order to find the 
most suitable solution for this project the alternatives needed to be reviewed and 
analysed.  
GoogleMaps API provides multiple map services such as geolocation, autocomplete 
boxes and traffic data in addition to a map presentation and tile hosting. These services 
are available for free when there are low number usages. While GoogleMaps API 
provides efficient rendering for as many as over 10 000 markers the interactions however 
customisations of these markers are limited. Also, GoogleMaps API does not support 
changing completely the visual look of their maps or the feature’s that its representing 
(Temprano, 2016.). Google Maps doesn’t support hosting the map tiles outside of their 
servers which can be seen as one of the disadvantages as well compared to the other 
map rendering solutions. 
Leaflet is a tile-based open source JavaScript mapping library developed by Cloudmade. 
Leaflet supports both raster and vector tiles in rendering and also Vector Mark-up 
Language (VML) for older versions of Internet Explorer. Since Leaflet is a raster tile-
based library the tiles are hosted and cached on the server and displayed on the client 
(Taraldsvik, 2011.). Much like some of the other compared libraries, Leaflets advantages 
are that it is supported across many platforms and that it’s open source. One of the 
advantages Leaflet has is that it has extensive drawing tools, but the raster presentation 
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of the maps makes it unsuitable solution for the application since the company’s map 
data is encoded in vector format. 
OpenLayers is an open source map library that allows viewing dynamic maps for web 
use. OpenLayers supports raster and vector tiles and due it’s open source nature tiles 
can be rendered from different sources. OpenLayers map consists of layers, view, 
interactions and controls. Layers can be thought as containers which show data from 
sources. View manages map’s viewport attributes such as centre points coordinates, 
rotation, projection and resolution. Interactions can be used to alter the map content and 
they vary from simple dragging and panning interactions to drawing tools. OpenLayers 
allows map objects also to be observed by registering a listener to the map events 
(Langley, 2016.). OpenLayers’ open source nature allows building applications on top of 
their ecosystem and it has drawing tools integrated to it. One of the disadvantages of 
OpenLayers is its limited interactions with the map’s viewport. 
Mapbox GL is an open source map library by a Mapbox company. Library enables 
developers to integrate map and navigation services to their applications. They provide 
solutions to both mobile and web platforms. Mapbox was founded in 2010 and in May 
2013 they launched their vector tile rendering technology to replace traditional raster tiled 
maps. (Mapbox, About Mapbox, 2018.) 
Mapbox’s vector maps consume only one fourth of their traditional raster tile presentation 
which makes them fast and fluid. As described earlier vector map data enables storing 
contextual attributes to the features. These features can be queried in the client through 
Mapbox APIs thus reducing the need to make additional queries to a server. In addition 
to zooming and panning interactions Mapbox’s maps can also be tilted and rotated. 
(Mapbox, Maps, 2018.) Thanks to Mapbox’s efficient rendering, various interactions, 
open source nature and dynamic map styling it was chosen to be Steerpath’s map library. 
Mapbox’s open source ecosystem allows Steerpath to build their own SDK’s on top of it 
thus making it easy to integrate to the final applications. Different interactions also 
provide new way of showcasing indoor maps and navigation. (Virkkilä, 2018.) 
Summary of Map Library Comparison 
The summary of map library comparison is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparing different map library solutions. 
 OpenLayers 3 Google Maps API Leaflet Mapbox GL  
Map rotation 
and tilting 
interactions 
partial   X 
Drawing tools 
included 
X  X X 
Support for 
own tile 
hosting 
X  X X 
Vector 
presentation 
X X  X 
Visual 
customisation 
of Map style 
X partial X X 
Dynamic style 
changes on 
the client 
partial   X 
Support for 
plugins 
X  X X 
As seen in the Table 1 Mapbox GL library has support for customising maps visually and 
adding plugins to the library thus making it the most suitable map library for the 
application. Another viable option would’ve been OpenLayers 3. One of the most evident 
advantages Mapbox GL had was that it some of the Steerpath’s solutions were already 
built on top of it. 
2.5 Steerpath Indoor Map Source Data 
The source of Steerpath indoor maps are digitalised drawings of the customers buildings 
which are presented in CAD format. CADs can be existing digitalised drawings, or they 
can be drawn from the scratch by using relevant drawing software. Typically, there is 
one CAD file for each of floor of the building. While having separate CAD file for each of 
the building’s floor keeps them organized it also makes map maintenance work harder. 
Should there be changes that effect whole building they need to be done to all of its CAD 
files. 
Data exists in CAD drawings in different data layers. Steerpath’s indoor maps are created 
by assigning essential data into designated CAD layers which are then processed 
through the Steerpath map server. This essential indoor map data can be physical or 
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abstract. Physical features include building outline, walls, floor layout and furniture 
whereas abstract features can include departments, rooms, POIs and wings. Abstract 
features may also be given tags and other contextual data attributes. A way to define 
how data should be presented in the final map is done by assigning attribute: “css_class” 
which is later interpreted by the map’s style object. 
When indoor map data layers are selected from the CAD it will be uploaded to the 
Steerpath map processor. The result of the process is a GeoJSON file which will be 
stored in the database. Based on this GeoJSON file vector tiles are generated and 
encoded into mbtile file format. (Anttila, 2018.) 
2.6 Steerpath Indoor Map Data Models 
The extracted data from the generated GeoJSON are divided into four following 
categories: 
• Structures are physical features of the building such as walls and floor. 
Structures don’t typically have contextual attributes assigned to them. 
• Visuals are also physical features and they represent visual elements of 
the buildings such as furniture and stairs. 
• POIs are more abstract features and they contain more contextual 
attributes such as tags, titles and identifiers. 
• Assets include the beacon locations encoded as feature collection of 
GeoJSON points. 
Steerpath’s APIs enables querying and writing to all these categories. (Anttila, 2018.) 
This thesis focuses on editing and updating the POI data from the data layers. At the 
most fundamental level the developed application can be described as a User Interface 
(UI) for communicating with company’s database and its indoor map data. 
3 Application’s User Experience 
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the main points of this thesis was to create a 
fluid and intuitive user experience for the application. The applications User Experience 
design started with analysing and reviewing different sort of existing map editors. 
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3.1 User Experience and User Interface 
Terms User Experience (UX) and User Interface (UI) are crucial in software 
development, but they serve a different purpose in its design. User Interface can be 
thought as the space between the user and the product. User interfaces consist of inputs 
and outputs. Inputs are the interactions users have with the product and outputs are the 
feedbacks of their actions. Good user interfaces should allow products to be manipulated 
with minimal input in order to achieve desired output. Designing these interfaces where 
users’ inputs generate desired output is called User Interface Design. (Moreno, 2014.)  
User Experience is used describe persons feelings and behaviour towards the product. 
In addition to this it also includes how users perceive the products utility, efficiency and 
adaptability. User Experience Design is planning the experience users have with the 
product and finding out what emotions it creates in them. UX design aims to find out, 
what are the actions users would have with the product therefore it determines the UI 
design. In conclusion UI can thought as component of UX. (Moreno, 2014.)  
Designing UX can include following matters (Xia, 2017.): 
• personas  
• user stories  
• usability testing 
• designing wireframes. 
Personas are representations of types of customers. Personas are used to describe to 
whom the product is for (Bernstein 2015.). Typical persona to use application would be 
an employee of Steerpath who is making map updates for the customers. Persona would 
already have some understanding of the product which he/she is using and what it is 
capable of. A user requirement survey was conducted with the personas and its result 
are analysed in chapter 4. After testing the product internally and making sure it would 
meet the requirements the definition of persona could be expanded. A new persona 
could be a customer who is responsible for keeping company’s maps up-to-date. 
User stories are short and simple descriptions of the product’s features in the perspective 
of its users. User stories help to embody the products features and what purpose they 
serve. Stories are typically written with the following template: “As a <type of user>, I 
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want <goal of the action> so that <a reason for the action>”. (Pichel, 2016.) For example, 
for the map editor a typical user story could be: “As a customer I want to be able to add 
a single tag to all of my restaurants in my map data in order make them searchable". 
Usability Testing is evaluating the product by testing it with its users. In usability test 
users are given tasks to complete with the product. During the test their actions and 
behaviour are being observed and written down. Usability tests are used to find potential 
problems with the product and measure the users’ satisfaction with it. (Soegaard, 2018.) 
During the development process the application was tested from time to time with real 
map update tasks. The first official usability test was conducted when the product was 
launched internally. The usability test and its results are presented in chapter 7. 
3.2 Analysing Existing Map Editors 
The core of the UX design of the application was influenced by some of existing map 
editors. These map editors have established good procedures when it comes to editing 
geospatial data. Since many of the employees of Steerpath were already familiar with 
different type of map editors it was important that the new application follows the same 
principles and practises. 
3.2.1 OpenStreetMap iD 
From the existing editors most related to the new application is OpenStreepMap iD Editor 
(OpenStreetMap, 2018). ID editor is an online web-based editor which can be used to 
add and edit road and outdoor map data on OpenStreetMap ecosystem. The UI layout 
of iD consists of three main parts: Edit Feature Panel (1), Tools (2) and Map Panel (3) 
as seen in Image 1. 
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Image 1. The UI of OpenStreetMap iD Editor when a building is selected to be edited. 
When the user either selects a feature from the map view or adds a new from the toolbar 
the sidebar activates. If the user has added a new object to the map a selection of 
different types of categories is viewed in the sidebar. Based on the selection of the 
category the sidebar inflates a form which allows editing feature’s contextual data 
attributes. If an existing feature is selected from the map view the same edit form is 
shown automatically based on the contextual data. Components of this form are 
determined by the category of the object. For example, a restaurant will have opening 
hours selection in the sidebar whereas residential building wont. When the user is 
satisfied with the changes they can be uploaded to the server from the toolbar. 
(LearnOSM, 2016.) 
3.2.2 DraftSight 
Draftsight is a computer software which is used to edit 2D CAD files. When compared to 
OpenStreetMap iD editor DraftSight provides wider range of ways to edit objects’ 
geometries. DraftSight UI layout can be composed of multiple different views. By default, 
DraftSight layout consists of four main elements: 
1. Properties sidebar shows the properties of selected object and layer which it 
belongs to. 
2. Model view which can be thought as the canvas where elements are drawn. 
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3. Tool Matrix provides tools for drawing the objects. 
4. Command Window provides essential information about the state and mode of the 
editor and what objects user has selected. 
These elements are shown in Image 2. 
 
Image 2. Screenshot of DraftSight’s layout which consist of four main elements: Properties, 
Model view, Tool Matrix and Command window. 
While some of the DraftSight’s features and drawing tools are relatively complex and 
advanced some of the concepts of selection and editing were thought and reviewed 
during the design of the application. The basic procedure of bringing a feature to edit is 
done by clicking it from the model view. The type of feature will determine the content of 
Properties sidebar much like with iD editor. The editing tools are listed on the right of the 
Model View and they are grouped based on their usage. 
In addition to this DraftSight allows multiple objects to be selected and deselected in 
many ways. Objects can be brought to the selection with a box select, search or from a 
list of layers. The ability to select and edit multiple objects makes DraftSight an efficient 
tool. 
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3.2.3 Mapbox Studio and Maputnik 
Mapbox Studio and Maputnik editor differ from iD and DraftSight since they are used to 
create styles for maps. Despite this, their UI layout follows the same principle as shown 
in Image 3 below. 
 
Image 3. Mapbox Studio’s layout which consists of sidebar, floating info view and map view. 
Both of these editors have map view and left sidebar to support it. Based on the element 
selected from the map the sidebar will update. Both Mapbox Studio and Maputnik 
emphasise on the size of the map view. The sidebar’s elements are collapsible, and they 
will only require the needed space once they are activated. Since Maputnik and Mapbox 
Studio are used to create map style they need to show as much as the map data as 
possible. 
3.2.4 Summary of the Analysis 
From the use case and functionality point of view, most related to the application 
developed in this project is the OpenStreetMap iD editor. While iD editor focuses more 
on editing outdoor map data than indoor map data the concept of the editing process is 
the same.  iD editor’s UI layout consists of three simple parts which all react to the state 
of editing process. Editing existing objects is done by selecting them from the map and 
new ones are created from the sidebar. 
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Compared to iD editor’s DraftSight offers more complex yet powerful ways for editing 
object’s geographical data. The selection can be done multiple ways and how DraftSight 
supports multiple selection makes it and efficient tool. 
One thing that all these four benchmarked editors have in common is that the effects of 
the changes done in their sidebars can be seen in the map view instantly. When the map 
view responds to the changes done in the sidebar immediately it makes the editing 
process more intuitive. The immediate responses of the edits were one of the 
requirements which was raised in the user requirements survey.  
4 Gathering and Analysing User Requirements  
In order to get the requirements for the application, a survey was conducted among four 
employees of Steerpath. The survey was designed for the employees who were actively 
working with the map production and maintenance, i.e. personas. The survey was 
conducted at the company’s office and it took approximately 20 minutes from each of the 
employees. There were four employees who took part in the survey. 
The survey had four questions regarding the current state of the map maintenance and 
requirements for the application. The whole survey questionnaire can be found in 
Appendix 1. The answers set the minimum requirements for the application and gave 
the direction for the development work. The questions were following: 
1. What are the most common map changes? 
2. What are the required procedures in order to make these changes happen? 
3. Are there some good features or practises with any of the existing tools/editors (i.e. 
DraftSight, OpenStreetMap Editor, Maputnik editor or Mapbox Studio) that you would 
like to have in the new editor? 
4. Please paste here copy of your most recent DraftSight commands. You can do this 
by right clicking Command Window and selecting "copy history". 
After receiving the answers from the employees, they were analysed and summarised 
by grouping the answers by their similarities. The answers can be found from the 
Appendix 2.  First question was about the most common map updates customers want 
to be done to the maps. 
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4.1 Question 1: Most common map updates 
The answers for the first question varied greatly, below is a summary of how the answers 
are grouped into coherent findings. 
Editing the Attributes of the Data 
Most common change customers wanted to be done to their maps and its annotations 
was to edit existing POIs. These edits mean changing some of the properties POI object 
such as title and class. There were also comments on modifying the area of POI but not 
so much about changing their original location. Second and third most requested 
changes were adding and removing POIs from the map. Adding a POI representing that 
an area is under maintenance or renovation was specified as one of the use cases. 
According to the employees, these temporary changes are common because customers 
want to have their maps up-to-date. 
Changing the Visual look of the Map 
Sometimes customers want to change the visual look of their maps. Changing the visual 
look of the maps means that visual outlook of POIs should be editable such as area and 
icon colour. According to the employees updating the visual data layer is also requested 
by the customers. This means that walls, furniture, floor plan and building outline should 
be editable. Objects in visual layer do not have properties or attributes like POIs thus 
updating them would emphasis more on editing their geometries in a convenient way. 
Since the visual features are stored in the vector tiles and not in GeoJSON editing them 
would first require map editor to request visual features from server. Adding additional 
visual features to the map for example furniture would require editor to have a collection 
of predefined GeoJSON shapes to be in stored. 
Changing the Positioning Data 
Updating assets such as beacons was also requested by the customers. Updating 
beacon data has a straight effect on the positioning system. Editing beacon data is 
relatively more straight forward compared to POI editing since they have less properties 
to be edited. These properties are: 
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• RSSI which can be used to adjust beacon signal strength and how it will be 
received by the position algorithm. 
• Major value which can be used to categorise beacons for example by their 
colour. 
• Minor value which is used to reference a single beacon. 
In addition to these properties beacon locations tend to change relatively often which 
means that the new map editor should have a way to move these beacons on the map. 
Other position and navigation related map changes are route updates. These updates 
are usually tied in with changes inside venue that will prevent routing through certain 
areas. In order to update existing route network in the web Steerpath would have to make 
changes to their routing algorithm. Therefore, the priority of the project was with the 
map’s POI objects and not in the routes or assets. 
4.2 Question 2: Current Map Maintenance Procedure 
The second question was about the current map maintenance procedure and what it 
requires to make map updates to happen. One employee described the update process 
to be following: 
• After receiving a ticket for a map update it has to be logged into an issue 
tracker worksheet. 
• Small changes can be done with a REST API call to the server, for example 
with a Postman app, but more complex changes need to be done to the 
source data, CAD drawings. 
• After finding the customer’s right CAD file and making the necessary 
changes to them they need to be republished. 
• During republish the Steerpath server will parse the CADs and generate 
indoor map and route tiles. Since each floor is in its own CAD file one 
building may consist of multiple files. According to the employees 
republishing CADs may take from couple of minutes up to one hour. 
One employee stated that not being able to see if changes that have been made have 
worked until the CADs have been republished is one of the disadvantages of the current 
system. Also, not knowing how style ruling works makes it hard to understand how 
changes that have been made to the CAD are connected to the final presentation of the 
map. Employees universally indicated that making the feedback loop quicker would likely 
reduce mistakes, speed up maintenance and improve usability greatly. 
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4.3 Question 3: Identifying Key Features in Existing Solutions 
In the third question the aim was to find out if there were some good features or practises 
in any of the map related editors or tools that the employees of Steerpath had used and 
wanted to see in the new application. Even though some of the existing editors or tools 
mentioned as an example are used edit different sort of geometrical data they still have 
well thought practises that could prove beneficial. For example, Mapbox’s Mapbox Studio 
is all about creating and editing the style document and not about editing the data itself. 
The examples of existing editors and tools mentioned in the question were: 
• CAD editor DraftSight 
• online map editor OpenStreetMap iD 
• online open source style editor Maputnik 
• Mapbox’s style editor Mapbox Studio. 
Having familiar features and practises from these already used tools would make the 
new editor easier to adapt to. 
Based on the answers received from the question, the employees of Steerpath wanted 
the new application to have practises that would make it an efficient and a powerful tool 
capable of making multiple edits simultaneously. There were also mentions about 
obvious features which any web application, and especially editor, should have. These 
included keyboard commands and visual confirmations of the actions. There were also 
examples of features that would prove useful for more advanced users. 
The employees mentioned three examples of how multiple selection was solved in the 
other editors. One example was being able to draw a rectangle to the map and selecting 
all the features inside it was seen as one way of doing this. Another way was first 
selecting one object and then selecting similar objects based on given category. There 
was also mention about being able to search by given category and then selecting the 
matching results. After the objects were selected the editor should be able to edit all of 
them simultaneously. 
One employee mentioned a use case where a single tag needed to be added to all of 
the POIs in the map. Being able to select multiple objects for the edit and editing them 
all simultaneously was the most appreciated and wanted feature which was mentioned 
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by 3 out of 4 employees in the survey. Having this feature in the editor would make it a 
powerful and efficient tool.  
According to the employees, the application should also have the most common 
keyboard shortcut commands like any other application. These include undo/redo, 
copy/paste, confirm/reset and select/deselect. Based on feedback triggering actions 
from these universally familiar commands would make the application quick and easy to 
use. Some of these shortcut commands are controlled by the keyboard keys and some 
are combinations of certain keys and mouse click events. While some of the keyboard 
commands are straight forward the fact that Mapbox’s map already uses some of the 
keys in its native interactions will make them hard to implement. 
More advanced users who have better understanding the concepts of GeoJSON, the 
division between the data and styling in Mapbox and how Steerpath indoor map data 
models work want to have more advanced features. Some of the employees mentioned 
that they appreciated how Maputnik and Mapbox Studio support editing directly the style 
JSON object in a text area. Seeing the objects which are being edited in a JSON format 
could also help advanced users to validate and verify the data. Another employee 
mentioned Mapbox Studio’s feature to show all the map’s source data in a translucent 
way helps to get deeper understanding of the data.  
4.4 Question 4: List of Most Common DraftSight commands 
As stated in chapter 2 Steerpath’s maps source data is encoded in CAD format. Editing 
the CAD files requires a CAD editing software. Most commonly used software among 
the Steerpath’s employees is an editor called DraftSight which was also analysed User 
Experience-wise in chapter 3. Since DraftSight is powerful and efficient tool for editing 
geographical objects understanding and possibly following its editing practises in the 
application would be beneficial. 
One way to analyse the DraftSight’s editing procedures is to research its users’ 
commands. DraftSight allows to print the latest commands it has received from the users. 
In the last question of user requirements survey employees were asked to copy these 
commands into the survey. The commands and states received from the employees 
were tabulated and analysed and they were used in the design of the application. The 
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summary of the most repetitive relevant commands and states are presented and 
described in Table 2. The total amount of relevant commands was 4643. The whole table 
of DraftSight commands is presented in Appendix 3. 
Table 2. Commands with the most frequency and their description 
Command Description Frequency 
Specify next vertex 
When drawing a polygon specify where next 
vertex to be drawn 
882 
MAINSELECTSpecify opposite 
corner: 
When using box selection specify the 
opposite corner of to which the box will be 
drawn 
733 
Options: Arc, Close, Halfwidth, 
Length, Undo, Width, Enter to exit or 
When object is selected print editing options 
729 
MAINSELECT 
Select object for editing 
636 
Cancel 
Cancel editing process 
313 
Options: Enter to continue from last 
point or 
When drawing inform the user about 
possible options 
233 
Specify start point» 
When drawing starts specify the starting 
point 
209 
All layers have been turned on. 
When switching layer visibility inform the 
user the state 
147 
Undo SHOWLAYERS 
Undo of SHOWLAYERS command 
144 
Undo INTELLIZOOM 
Undo of INTELLIZOOM command 
128 
POLYLINE 
Draw a polyline on to the canvas 
110 
Specify destination» 
Specify destination of draw 
94 
STRETCH 
Polygon objects can be stretched by 
selecting their middle vertex and dragging it 
in the canvas 
46 
Stretch point» 
Corners of polygons or lines can be 
stretched by selecting a single corner vertex 
and dragging it in the canvas 
45 
Specify next vertex» «Cancel» 
Cancel drawing polygon or line 
31 
Undo DELETE 
Undo DELETE command 
26 
Undo Modify Property 
Undo attribute edit 
24 
Specify next vertex» _Undo 
Undo specifying next vertex 
22 
: POLYLINE 
Select polyline drawing tool 
16 
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Auto save 
Auto save edits 
16 
Redo INTELLIZOOM 
Redo INTELLIZOOM command 
11 
: _DELETE 
Delete selected objects 
10 
Undo SNAPGRIP 
Change the drawing mode of the editor. 
6 
qselect 
Select objects by given properties 
6 
SMARTSELECT 
Select objects by filtering their properties 
6 
PASTE 
Paste object to the canvas 
5 
Specify entities 
Specify entities for edit selection 
5 
Already zoomed in as far as possible. 
Inform the user that current view port is 
zoomed as far as possible 
5 
GROUP 
Group selected objects into one 
5 
As seen from the table the most common interactions users have with the DraftSight are 
related to selection and deselection. Since DraftSight is mainly a drawing tool lot of the 
most common commands after selecting and deselecting are related to drawing. These 
drawing commands include specifying next point or vertex, stretching existing shape and 
selecting a starting point. Commands such as undo, delete, paste and save are evident 
commands in every software and they were used relatively often with the DraftSight as 
well. Having an ability to undo and redo actions gives users ability to fix mistakes they 
may have done with the editor. 
Commands received from the survey helped to map the most fundamental interactions 
users typically have with editors. From analysing the DraftSight commands, the following 
were identified as key features for the application: 
• Selecting and deselecting objects for editing 
• Drawing interactions such as specifying next vertices and stretching 
• Undoing and redoing interactions. 
These interactions and practises users had with the DraftSight would be emphasised in 
the application as well. Most common commands also confirmed other findings found 
from the user requirements survey such as how selection can be accomplished many 
ways. 
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4.5 Summary of User Requirements 
After analysing the answers of the survey, they were summarised into a list of functional 
requirements. These requirements, their ids, descriptions and priorities are presented in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. List of requirements, their descriptions and priority levels. 
ID Requirement Description Priority Source 
Req1 Edit POI attributes Edit POI’s attributes such 
as title, identifier, class and 
tags. 
High priority Question 1 
Req2 Change geometry 
of POI 
Move POI’s representative 
point and add or remove 
its corresponding area. 
Area should also be 
editable. 
High priority Question 1 
Req3 Add and remove 
POI 
Add a new POI the map or 
delete an existing one. 
High priority Question 1 
Req4 Edit Beacons Edit beacon attributes and 
change beacon location. 
Medium 
priority 
Question 1 
Req5 Change routing Edit routing network and 
disable routing through 
certain areas. 
Low priority Question 1 
Req6 Customize POI’s 
visual appearance 
Give POI visual attributes 
like fill colour and icon-
image and make it match 
to an override styling. 
Medium 
priority 
Question 1 
Req7 Edit and add 
visual data 
Edit walls and floor, walls 
and furniture polygons. 
Medium 
priority 
Question 1 
Req8 Instant feedback 
for actions 
When editing a feature 
show the results real-time 
in the map view. 
High priority Question 2 
Req9 Edit multiple POIs 
simultaneously 
Ability to select multiple 
POIs for the editing and 
applying changes to all 
selected POIs 
simultaneously. 
High Priority Question 3 
Req10 Shortcut 
commands 
Perform common actions 
from keyboard shortcut 
commands.  
Medium 
priority 
Questions 
3 and 4 
Req11 Show and edit 
data in JSON 
format 
Show the raw data in 
JSON format and provide 
way to edit JSON directly 
Medium 
priority 
Question 3 
Req12 Give information 
about current map 
view and data. 
View map data in a 
translucent way so that 
objects that all map data 
will be visible. 
Medium 
priority 
Question 3 
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After analysing the most requested map updates and summarising the requirements for 
the application the planning of the implementation started. Since the most necessary and 
wanted features were related to be editing, adding and removing map objects such as 
POIs the application that developed at first was Indoor Map Editor. 
While some of the user’s answers referred editing different parts of the Steerpath’s map 
data the application presented in this thesis focuses on the Indoor Map Editor. This is 
done in order keep the scope of the thesis manageable and the research in-depth. While 
editing POI data differs from editing position related data such as routes and beacons 
some of the editing practises and procedures could be implemented to the other editors 
as well in the future. Steerpath wants the map data to be editable from single dashboard 
the Indoor Map Editor will work as a prototype for the future editors. 
5 Application’s Architecture 
One of the biggest disadvantages of the current map maintenance system is how long it 
takes to see changes that are done to the source data go live. A faster feedback loop 
was one of the requirements that was dissected from the requirements survey. In order 
to provide faster feedback from the user’s actions a platform for the application was 
chosen to be web based. Having the application running on a web browser would make 
it accessible and easier to adapt to. The application’s architecture is described and 
presented in this chapter. 
5.1 Data Flow of the Application 
The data that will be edited in the application can be divided into attributes and geometry. 
When any of the attributes or geometries changes a state manager that will sync the 
edited attributes on to the selected POIs. One of the requirements of the application was 
to show changes that are done to the objects in real-time (Req8). Providing faster 
feedback loop is done by state manager calling a map update after data synchronization. 
After completing the changes, they can be uploaded to the server. After the upload 
process is completed new map tiles can regenerated. The data flow of the application 
can be described as the communication between the state manager, map updater, 
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upload processor, attribute editor and geographical data editor. The communication is 
presented in the Image 4. 
 
Image 4. Data flow of the application and most fundamental parts it consists of. 
Since many of the attributes of the map objects are encoded as strings inside the 
GeoJSON’s properties object the first approach for editing them would be from a web 
form. The form would consist of text inputs and select components. For editing the 
geometrical data most intuitive way would be to edit the geometries directly from the map 
view. This would require additional drawing tools integrated on to the map and a way to 
bind the updated data onto the selected objects’ geometries. How Mapbox and its 
drawing tools can be utilized is described later in this chapter. Uploading edited data to 
the server will be done in utilizing standard HTTP request protocols in web.  
5.2 Mapbox as the Editor Component 
Based on Chapter 2, Mapbox GL library was select as foundation of the Indoor Map 
Editor for viewing and managing the map data. Mapbox was chosen because it’s an open 
source library and it allows adding plugins to the map. Plugins are required in order to 
show indoor map data and edit  geometric data with appropriate tools. It also has API’s 
which provide many ways of interacting with the map data and how it should be 
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presented on the web. APIs allow the map view to be queried from data and making 
changes to the map’s style object which can be seen as dynamic updates. Based on the 
user’s interactions the API fires events which can be registered to be listened to. In order 
to utilize Mapbox’s ability to showcase interactive and dynamic maps in the Indoor Map 
Editor it is important to understand how the map data is bound to the style and what API 
methods should be used to make the best of it. 
According to Mapbox style specification the style document determines what objects will 
be shown in the map, in what order and how they are drawn. Creating a style for maps 
can be thought as writing rules how objects should be presented. In order to make the 
map source data appear style object needs to have layers referring to them. One data 
set, also known as source, can have multiple layers referring to it thus enabling styling it 
many ways. (Mapbox, Style Specification, 2018.) 
Relevant data can be filtered out from the source based on its objects’ properties by 
writing filter rules to the layers. For example, a polygon might have a property that it’s an 
ocean. Respectively in a style layer’s filter can be stated that all polygons with property 
“ocean” should be drawn as blue to the map. This same principle about filtering out data 
can be applied to indoor map objects. Points representing POI in the building can have 
properties stating that which class of POI they are and to which building and floor they 
belong to. By adding a filter to match certain type, building and floor the map will show 
corresponding data. In Listing 2 there’s a layer which will show only those points whose 
“css_class”, “buildingRef” and “layerIndex” properties match its filter’s rules.  
{ 
 "id": "cafe-pois", 
 "type": "symbol", 
 "source": "blueprint", 
 "source-layer": "blueprint", 
 "minzoom": 16, 
 "filter": 
  ["all", 
  ["==", "$type", "Point"], 
  ["==", "layerIndex", 2], 
  ["==", "buildingRef", "67"], 
  ["==", "css_class", "café_poi"] 
 ], 
 "layout": { 
  "icon-image": "{icon}", 
  "text-field": "{title}", 
 }, 
 "paint": { 
  "text-color": "#000", 
 } 
 
} 
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Listing 2. Layer which will show all the POIs from blueprint source that match the filter’s 
css_class, layerIndex and buildingRef values. 
If the “css_class” filter in Listing 2 is changed a different set of POI objects will be shown 
and the map view will update. In practise this can be seen as icons changing in the map. 
One of the user requirements from the survey was to have an instant feedback of the 
changes that are being made to the POI. The detailed implementation of this requirement 
is covered later in the implementation chapter. 
Mapbox’s Plugins 
Mapbox GL Draw is a plugin created by the Mapbox team which allows GeoJSON points, 
lines and polygons to be drawn on top of the map. Draw keeps track on the edited 
geometries and fires various events based on its state. Draw also has different types of 
modes which are determined by the state of the selection. When a GeoJSON Feature is 
passed to Draw its mode changes and the geometry will be highlighted in the map. 
Selected GeoJSON lines and polygons will have vertices drawn in their corners and in 
the middle of their lines. By dragging these vertices, the geometries will change. In the 
Indoor Map Editor by clicking a POI and bringing it to the selection will also pass its 
geometric data to Draw instance. Geometric data can be the POI’s representative point 
and related polygon area. 
Steerpath Web SDK is a library which enables utilization of Steerpath indoor maps on 
top of Mapbox GL JavaScript library. The SDK keeps track of the buildings that user is 
viewing, and fires events based on interactions. On each map movement, the SDK will 
query the map view for Steerpath building data and store it. If there is a building in the 
view, the SDK will make it active by activating a floor switcher and selecting either the 
latest floor index or default layer index to be shown. When a building becomes active a 
floor switcher control panel will be created for the map. The SDK is needed in the Indoor 
Map Editor in order to show the indoor maps and floor switcher but also when creating a 
new POI on the map the editor needs to know to which building and floor it will belong 
to. This building data can be accessed through the Steerpath Web SDK’s APIs. 
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5.3 Backend Communication 
The POIs in Steerpath data are encoded as collection GeoJSON points in the server and 
they can be queried and written with Representational State Transfer (REST) API 
methods such as GET, PUT, POST and DELETE. Since the Steerpath’s POI data is 
already encoded as GeoJSON the Indoor Map Editor would also use it as data format. 
Backend queries can be focused by giving URL parameters to the queries. For instance, 
server will return a single POI Feature when it is given its id as URL parameter. Backend 
communication is needed in the Indoor Map Editor when: 
• User signs in to the application with an API key received from the company 
the application will query server for map data with the given API key. If 
there’s map data related to the key the login will happen. 
• User wants to select a POI from the map by clicking it and the POI data is 
queried from the backend. 
• User is ready to publish changes that are done, the application will update 
the backend. POST method will add new created POIs, PUT will update 
existing ones and DELETE will remove the deleted ones. 
As stated in chapter 3 at the most fundamental level the Indoor Map Editor can be 
described as an UI for the backbend’s requests. 
5.4 UI Design of the Application 
Wireframe created for the application can be seen in Image 5. It was made to follow 
familiar guidelines from other editors which Steerpath employees had used. As seen in 
the image the layout of the application consists of four main elements: (1) Toolbar, (2) 
Sidebar, (3) Map view and (4) Bottom bar. The whole edit process can be managed 
through these four elements. 
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Image 5. Application wireframe presenting state when a POI is selected. The blue marker in the 
image represents a POI and the sidebar is populated by its data. 
Sidebar 
The Sidebar (2) activates only if there are POIs in the edit selection. The sidebar’s role 
is to show and edit contextual attributes of selected POIs and handle the state of the edit 
process. The sidebar can roughly be divided into action section and form components. 
From the action section users can manage the state of edit process and from the form 
components change the attributes of POIs. Form components are text inputs, tag 
selector, colour picker and JSON text area. Each form component changes one attribute 
of the POI. 
The first elements to appear in the Sidebar component are action buttons which can be 
used to change POI’s class, confirm current edit, restore the POI’s state, delete the POI, 
select similar classes of POIs and add or remove area of POI. Since all of these actions 
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are only needed when there’s POIs in the selection they’re embedded in to the sidebar. 
After the action section there’s form components. 
Text inputs are used to change POIs title, identifier, description and searchable 
keywords. Title and identifier are shorter single line values, but description and keywords 
require multiple line inputs. Users can also add a new text input component and sign it 
to a new attribute and value. 
Chip selector is used to select and deselect tags for the POIs. If there are more than one 
POI selected and there exists tags that are only partially selected, they are presented as 
light blue whereas tags that are selected by all the POIs in selection are highlighted as 
dark blue. In the JSON text area the whole FeatureCollection of selected POIs can be 
edited. The raw presentation of the data also gives more advanced users better 
understanding of the POIs in selection 
Map view 
Sidebar is tightly coupled to the Map view (3). For example, changing the title of a POI 
makes it also change in the Map view. While the sidebar allows editing a POI’s contextual 
attributes, the Map view allows editing its geometric data. A POI’s point can be dragged, 
and areas can be modified and stretched. The Map view has Steerpath’s floor switcher 
controller which allows switching between floors of the building. 
Bottom bar 
Underneath the sidebar and Map view there’s Bottom bar (4) which gives users 
information about current state of the editor. Current map view position, selected building 
and possible POI object underneath the mouse pointer are shown in the Bottom bar. As 
the view changes in the map the information in the bottom bar updates. Bottom bar 
informs the user when there’s editable POIs in under the mouse pointer. 
Toolbar 
The Toolbar (1) has five buttons and a search bar. Each of the button of the Toolbar can 
be pressed regardless of the state of the editor. From the Toolbar users can view source 
in a transparent, open the list of edited features or buildings, upload changes and 
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generate tiles. In both buttons list of edited features and upload edited features there is 
a badge displaying the number representing the amount of POIs in both cases. 
The edit process can be divided roughly into following steps: 
• User hovers around map view and POI under mouse pointer is shown in 
the bottom bar indicating that it can be edited. 
• User either selects new POI from the dropdown list or an existing one from 
the map by clicking it. 
• The sidebar is populated by the action section and form components which 
provide way to change the POI’s contextual attributes. In the map view the 
geometries of POIs in selection are highlighted. 
• User changes attributes of the POI and changes can be seen in the map. 
• User confirms edits and number near the toolbars upload button changes 
indicating that there’s one change to be uploaded. 
• User uploads changes from the toolbar and application prompts about the 
result of the upload. 
In the next chapter the implementation of the requirements for the application is 
described based on the designs and wireframe. 
5.5 Selected Tools and Development Environment 
Development environment of Indoor Map Editor consists of tools and solutions that are 
commonly used in web application development. For managing all the required libraries 
and packages Node Package Manager (npm) was chosen. Npm is the standard package 
manager for the Node.js which is a runtime environment for web applications. When 
installing Node.js, npm will included as a recommended feature. Npm consist of 
command-line client interface, cli, and database of packages. This database is also 
referred to as npm registry and it can be accessed either from the cli or from the npm 
website (Wanyoike, 2017.). Packages downloaded from the registry can be thought as 
a building blocks for the project and they can either be: 
• node modules used in the server side 
• command line tools 
• packages that can be implemented into front end web applications (npm, 
2018). 
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While npm handles the dependencies between the packages used in the project 
webpack, a Node-based tool, handles the module dependencies inside the project. 
Webpack is a powerful tool which can be used to bundle modern written modules into 
common JavaScript and static asset files. Webpack provides multiple ways to configure 
its usage inside the application. Entry point determines the point from where webpack 
starts to build dependency graph and output is the destination where the bundled 
projected will be created to. By default, webpack can only understand JavaScript but 
having loaders enables it to process different file types as well and adding them as 
modules. Loaders have to principles which way they are constructed. Property “test” 
determines which file types webpack should take into consideration and “use” defines 
which loader should handle that type of files. To expand to the usability of webpack its 
configuration can be given plugins to perform various tasks from bundle optimization to 
environment definition. (Webpack, 2018.) 
In order to utilize ECMAScript, the latest version of JavaScript syntax, a compiler called 
Babel was used. While all the browsers don’t support latest features in the language 
Babel helps to compile the language to a supported version. In the release of 
ECMAScript 2015 a concept of classes was introduced. Classes provide a way writing 
cleaner prototype-based object-oriented patterns in JavaScript. Exporting and importing 
classes enables writing modular and reusable components which will make the 
architecture of the application simpler. (Scerri, 2017.) 
Class syntax can also be used with React library which was used to create user 
interfaces for the application. React is a library released in 2013 by Facebook and it 
allows applications to manipulate the DOM based on the state of the components. With 
React rendering only the part of the DOM that requires rendering makes applications 
more fluid. (Gackenheimer, 2015.) 
6 Implementation of the Requirements 
The implementation of each of the user requirements is described in this chapter. The 
implementation work started from the most common and required use case and 
progressed towards requirements with less priority. Requirements are referenced with 
the same identifiers as in Table 3. 
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6.1 Component Structure 
The application is divided into components. Components allow creating small individual 
and reusable building blocks which have dependencies between each other. While the 
application allows routing between the views the most fundamental component is the 
editor component and its child components. The data flow between the editor component 
and its child components is presented in Figure 1. 
As seen in the Figure 1 the parent component which is called Editor, has three child 
components: Toolbar, Sidebar and MapComponent. Some of the child components 
might also have smaller individual components from which they consist of. For example, 
Sidebar consists of multiple form components which each handle editing POI’s 
contextual attributes. 
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Figure 1. Data flow diagram of the Indoor Map Editor. 
The way editing works is that each child component edits a single attribute or geometry 
of the POI collection in selection and passes the edited POI collection back to the Editor 
component which is located in the middle of the Figure 1. When receiving an updated 
POI collection, the Editor component synchronises and updates its state. When the state 
updates in the Editor component it is passed on back to the child components. Therefore, 
each child components of application will have the latest version of selected POI 
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collection. This data binding can be seen in practise when title property of the POI is 
changed in the Sidebar it is also updated in the MapComponent. 
In addition to the parent and child components the application has managers which are 
presented as grey in Figure 1. Managers can act as a collection of static helper functions 
or as more versatile classes. 
The application has the following managers: 
• APIManager handles the server requests and returns their responses back 
to the component. Since requests to server are asynchronous many of the 
functions of APIManager works as promises. 
• DrawManager handles the geometric data that is passed from the selected 
POIs. DrawManager also listens to the events that happen when these 
geometries are changed by the user and returns them to the Map 
component. 
• GeometryUtils is a helper class which is used to perform geometric 
calculations for example when area is added to a POI GeometryUtils 
calculates its initial coordinates. 
• UpdateManager keeps track of the edited POIs and hides them from the 
original source. UpdateManager allows showing changes in real time. 
• KeyboardManager can be used to bind certain actions to a keyboard 
commands. 
• NotificationManager is used then the application needs to notify the user of 
something. NotificationManager can create a dialog, popup or loading 
screen. 
When there are actions and data management which are needed in multiple components 
it is more practical to have reusable helper functions and managers to perform them. 
6.2 Basic Editing Procedure 
The basic editing procedure can be divided into four steps which are presented in this 
chapter. The procedure starts with either selecting an existing or creating a new POI to 
the map. Selected and edited objects can be uploaded to the database.  
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6.2.1 Selecting and Deselecting POIs 
Selecting and deselecting is one of the core features of the Indoor Map Editor and they 
were also listed as some of the most common DraftSight commands in the user 
requirements survey. When the user clicks a POI object in the map it is brought to the 
selection through a couple of steps. During the implementation process, it was 
discovered that even the simple operation of selecting a Feature can be fairly 
complicated. 
While the Mapbox API provides a way to query map viewport from rendered objects, the 
method queryRenderedFeatures has a couple of impediments. Since some of the 
objects may exists in two different vector tiles their geometries may be cropped by tile 
boundaries and geometry simplification. In addition to this method 
queryRenderedFeatures doesn’t return objects’ ids. Therefore, POIs identifiers are 
stored in the object’s properties object. The limitations of queryRenderedFeatures 
method means that in order to get the whole POI object from the click event it needs to 
be queried from the Steerpath database by its id value. When server returns a POI object 
for the selection it’s added to a list of edited POIs. In Image 6 there’s a screen capture 
of the Indoor Map Editor when a POI is selected from the map. 
 
Image 6. POI representing a room 5904 is selected. 
Based on the POI’s class the editor’s sidebar is populated by appropriate form 
components as seen in the Image 6. 
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6.2.2 Adding a new POI 
Adding a new POI to the map follows a slightly different principle than selecting an 
existing one from the map. The first step of adding a new POI to the map is done by 
selecting its class i.e. printer, toilet or restaurant. In the Steerpath data the class is 
defined in the properties as “css_class”. Selection of POIs can be done from the 
sidebar’s dropdown menu. The dropdown menu consists of all the possible classes of 
POIs that can be added to the map and each of them has a unique value assigned to it. 
When the class is selected the POI is given a temporary identifier by the editor. Having 
a different type of identifiers for edited existing POIs and new added POIs helps the 
application to distinguish them. This separation is also used in the upload process. By 
default, new added POIs are positioned at the centre of the map view. 
6.2.3 Editing 
POIs can be edited either from the sidebar component by changing their attributes 
(Req1) or from the map component by changing their geometry (Req2). Any changes 
that are done will trigger an update for both of the components. For example, writing a 
new title to the POI passes the information from the sidebar component’s text input field 
to the parent component which updates also the map component. This example is 
presented in Image 7 where the title of the selected POI is changed. 
 
Image 7. When title is changed in the sidebar it is updated in the map view as well. 
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When the POI is edited in any way its property “saved” is set to be false. This is a way 
to distinguish which POI’s that have been selected should be uploaded to the server with 
database when the upload process starts. When the user has done changes to the POI 
they need to be confirmed. Confirming the changes can be done in three ways: clicking 
a confirmation button from the sidebar, clicking anywhere from the map or pressing enter 
key from the keyboard. If the user deletes a POI (Req3), it will be hidden from the map 
and its property “deleted” is set to be true. When the map component receives the 
collection of edited POIs it updates the source of which features should be shown by 
their “deleted” property. 
6.2.4 Uploading 
When the user is ready to upload the changes to the server the list of edited POIs is 
passed to the APIManager. The APIManager separates the list of edited POIs by 
grouping all the new, existing and deleted features in their own lists. The separation is 
presented in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. APIManager’s separation logic for the upload process. 
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The changes are uploaded to the server by using REST API methods. All the new POIs 
are uploaded by using POST method. Edited existing POIs are updated to the server 
with a PUT method and deleted ones are removed with a DELETE method. While the 
upload process is happening each of the POIs “saved” property is set to be true. When 
the upload is completed the processor returns the list of edited POIs in case for the 
further edits. After the upload process users can regenerate their map tiles from the 
updated GeoJSON data. 
6.3 Multiple Selection, Deselection and Edit. 
One of the most requested features from the user requirement survey was to be able to 
edit multiple objects simultaneously (Req9). After finding out of how the procedure of 
single selection, edit and confirmation should work the procedure was expanded to 
support multiple editing. In multiple edit each of the changes that are done will be applied 
to all POIs in the selection. Selecting multiple POIs for the edit can be accomplished 
couple of ways: 
A standard way of creating a multiple selection and deselection in software development 
is by combining the mouse click event with additional keyboard command. In some 
applications holding either a control or alt key while clicking objects toggles their selection 
and allows multiple selection. By following this principle, the map editor allows multiple 
objects to be selected and deselected from the map by clicking them while holding the 
Alt key. The logic of how multiple selection works with combined alt and click event is 
presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Flow chart presenting alt + click selection 
The reason why toggling the selection was combined with the Alt key instead of control 
was because Mapbox utilizes control key in map rotation interactions. Toggling the 
selection of objects can also be done from the toolbar’s menu of edited POIs. 
Another combination of mouse and keyboard event that can trigger multiple selection is 
combining the shift key to mouse drag. Commonly this is known as box select. By default, 
Mapbox uses this interaction for a box zoom Feature but their API allows it to be disabled. 
When shift is hold while dragging the map the editor will register to listen the mouse down 
and mouse up events and query the drawn bounding box for POI data. An example of 
box select is presented in Image 8. 
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Image 8. Selecting all the rooms from the middle with box selection. 
After the user cancels the event either by lifting the mouse click or shift key the editor will 
select all the features that were inside the bounding box (Image 9.). 
 
Image 9. All POIs that were inside the bounding are brought to the selection. 
This box selection is only available when there are no features in the selection because 
when the application switches to edit mode the Draw disables the box selection feature. 
When the Draw is active, the bounding box will work as a selector for which features 
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should be selected for the drawing. This allows multiple geometries to be edited 
simultaneously. 
When there’s a POI in the selection users can select similar type of POIs as the ones in 
selection. Selecting similar POIs can be done from the sidebar and the selection can be 
adjusted to meet the user’s needs. Users can filter whether they want to select similar 
POIs from the current viewport, from the list of already edited features, from the current 
active floor or building or either globally. Selecting similar objects for the selection will 
query the list of already edited features and server for customer data. Each POI in the 
list is compared to the ones in selection and if their class match the POI is brought to the 
edit.  Selecting similar POIs can be done as long as the user has only the same class of 
POIs in the current selection. 
Querying the database from POIs can also be accomplished from the toolbar’s search 
input. The input value typed in the search bar can be compared to all of the customer’s 
POI’s properties or the it can be filtered to match only certain properties. Search can be 
an efficient way of finding POIs from the map and edit them. For example, if a customer 
knows that a certain POI exists in the map it can searched and brought to the edit from 
the search' result menu. 
6.4 Shortcut Commands 
Shortcut commands are used to provide quick and easy way to execute actions in 
applications. Shortcut commands are accessed by combining a modifier key with another 
key from the keyboard. Shortcut commands were one of the core requirements of the 
application (Req10). Modifier keys can be Alt, Ctrl, Shift or in Apple computers Command 
key. By holding a modifier key and pressing a specific key in a keyboard user can perform 
actions more efficiently. (Computer Hope, 2017.) The basic shortcut keys that were 
utilised in the map editor are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. List of keyboard shortcut combinations and actions they perform. 
Keyboard command Action 
enter Confirm changes that are done and change mode. 
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escape Cancel changes that are done and change mode. 
backspace Reset changes and restore POI state 
cmd/ctrl + x Delete POIs in selection 
cmd/ctrl + s Confirm changes and upload them to the server 
cmd/ctrl + c Copy features in selection 
cmd/ctrl + v Paste features in selection 
alt + click Toggle selection and deselection of POI. 
shift + click + drag Box selection. 
For attaching actions to keyboard commands, a npm package called combokeys was 
used. While there are differences between the modifier keys depending on the platform, 
combokeys allows binding the same actions to different modifiers with ease. 
6.5 Real-Time Visualisation of Map Data Changes 
As stated in the user requirement survey analysis one of the drawbacks of the current 
maintenance process is the time that it takes to see changes appear on the final maps 
after they have been done to the source data (Req8). In order to create a faster feedback 
loop for the customer the Indoor Map Editor should show the changes that are being 
done in real time. The process of UpdateManager features is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Illustration of how UpdateManager handles showing changes real time. 
When an existing Feature is selected it is added to list of edited POIs. This list of edited 
POIs works as the GeoJSON data that is added to the map (1.). As described previously 
in order to show sources on Mapbox map they need to have style layers referring to 
them. In order to make the list of edited POIs appear on the map the same way as the 
existing ones do, a copy of the map’s style is created (2.). Each of the existing style 
layers that use Steerpath indoor map data as source is copied to the map. The copied 
layers will refer to the GeoJSON source of list of edited POIs. This way the edited 
features appear to the user similarly as they did before they were selected. 
When an edited POI is presented in the map from the list of edited features it is no longer 
intuitive to show the user the original unchanged copy of the POI object (3.). Therefore, 
all of the existing POIs that are selected and edited need to be filtered out from the maps 
original vector data (4.). The filtering is done based on the POI’s identifiers which are 
added into the original maps style layers that are referring to them. New added POIs are 
also appended to the list of edited features but since they don’t exist in the vector data 
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and their ids are mapped differently they don’t require extra work in regarding showing 
changes real-time. 
6.6 Changing the Visual Appearance of POI 
One of the requirements for the Indoor Map Editor was to be able customise POIs visual 
appearance (Req6). As mentioned previously Mapbox data and style are bound together 
in a way that style rules dictate how map data should presented. In order to make POI 
appear differently the editor writes properties to the POI object that will override the 
default style ruling instead of modifying the style object itself. Binding style object’s 
values directly to features properties is called data-driven styling in Mapbox. 
The first visual element that was made fully customizable, was a POI’s area colour which 
is presented in Image 10. In the editor the colour selector was done using a npm package 
called react-color, which provides ways of selecting colours from a palette or colour 
picker. The values received from the component are stored as specified attributes in the 
POIs properties and the values of these attributes are then matched in the data driven 
style rules. 
 
Image 10. Styling POI’s area color. 
Modifying only the colour of POI’s area might create mismatch with rest of the POIs visual 
elements such as the icon and text colour. Therefore, it was important that in the future 
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Indoor Map Editor would support customizing rest of the POIs layout and paint style 
properties. This is also mentioned as one of the future enhancements. 
6.7 Showing Detailed Map Data 
As stated in the analysis of user requirements survey one of the drawback of the current 
map maintenance process is the uncertainty how changes that are done to the map will 
be presented in the final map presentation and how error prone the system is. For 
example, misspelling a POI’s class name in the source will make it not appear when 
using the default styling. In the survey some of the employees mentioned how Maputnik 
and Mapbox studio provide ways of showing all of the map data which not visualised 
normally in a translucent way. Showing objects in translucent way will also help in 
situations where there are map objects are lying on top of each other (Req12). 
In the Indoor Map Editor this feature was referred as X-ray mode (Image 12.). In practise 
the X-ray mode includes three additional style layers that are filtered to show all the 
polygon, line and point data in the map in translucent way. X-ray mode will also use 
Mapbox’s feature to show tile coordinates and tile bounds in the map. With mouse right 
click users can open popup on the map that will list all the features that are in the click 
coordinates. User can also select POIs from the popup’s list. X-ray mode was one part 
of the concept of how the editor would reveal more relevant map data to the user. 
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Image 11. Using X-ray mode to show map’s tile boundaries and showing POI information from a 
popup. 
In Draftsight one part of the UI is a console bottom bar which gives user info about canvas 
view and mouse position.  In map editor the bottom bar shows the users the tile 
coordinates under the mouse, zoom level, selected building and if there is a POI under 
the mouse pointer that can be selected for the edit.  
6.8 Future Enhancements 
Some of the features mentioned in the user requirements survey which were not 
implemented into the initial version of Indoor Map Editor were minor low priority features 
or they were partially implemented as a proof of concept. For example, in the future the 
Indoor Map Editor should allow further visual customization to the POI. Currently the 
concept of writing data-driven style attributes to the POI was tested with the POI’s area 
color attribute but in the future the editor and map’s style would support more data-driven 
styling attributes. 
Other requirements that was partially implemented was editing the area polygon of POI. 
Currently the Indoor Map Editor allows modifying the area by moving the polygon or 
dragging its vertices. In the future the editor would have larger variety of ways to edit 
POI’s geometries. The ability to rotate and scale the existing geometries are features 
that relatively straightforward to implement since they mainly require calculating new 
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coordinates from the existing ones. Drawing the POI area freely would make editing 
easier and more efficient to use, but in order to make the user experience intuitive it will 
require some additional plugins. Snapping the drawn line along the existing geometries 
and supporting for orthogonal suggestion while drawing is some of the plugins that need 
to be implemented to the free draw mode in the future. 
One larger feature that will be added in the future will be supporting undoing and redoing 
commands. There are existing solutions and practices of how this can be done in web 
applications but in order to utilize those solutions the architecture of the application need 
to be modified a little. The core concept of undo and redo is to have two lists: past and 
future to which each of the state of the edited POIs are stored and one object where the 
present state is stored. Commands undo and redo will then move the states in these lists 
and change the present state to which the Indoor Map Editor component will refer to. 
As mentioned in the summary of the user requirements survey features regarding 
changing beacon, route or visual data are going to be developed as standalone 
applications since each of them serve a different role in the company’s indoor location 
and map ecosystem. While some of the practices of the other editors are similar their 
development was not addressed in this thesis in order to keep the scope manageable. 
Some of the solutions that were proven to work will be implemented in the other editors 
as well. 
7 Evaluating Application’s Usability 
To measure how well the application meets the given requirements a usability test was 
carried out. Three employees participated on the test and the test was conducted at the 
Steerpath office. The questionnaire can be found in Appendix 4 and the results in 
Appendix 5. 
7.1 The Usability Test 
The test followed the common principles and practises of Usability Testing and it 
consisted of three parts. During the test notes were taken of the users’ actions and their 
use of the application was captured with a screen recording. The usability of the product 
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can be analysed based on the feedback of the users and how well the application 
managed to perform the tasks. (Drupal, 2016.) 
First part of the test was Pre-Session Questions. In the first part users were introduced 
to the test and explained why it was being conducted (Drupal, 2016.). The questions in 
the first part aimed to find out what expectations users have towards the application and 
how do they expect it to work. 
In the second part of the test employees were given tasks to perform with the application. 
These were based on real map changes which customers most commonly want to be 
done the maps. There were 7 tasks that employees had to perform and after each task 
they were asked to describe how they managed to complete it and how their user 
experience was. The tasks started simple but as the test progressed so did the tasks 
became more challenging. The task that were in the test were the following: 
• 1. Find and edit single POI. In the first task users had to find a single POI 
and change its title and class from a restaurant to a cafe. 
• 2. Adding an area to a POI. Second task was about managing the area of 
POI. In the task users were asked to add an area to an existing room POI 
and have it follow the room’s walls. 
• 3. Add a new POI to the map. As stated in the user requirement survey one 
of the most common map changes was adding a POI indicating that an 
area inside the building is under construction. This use case was also 
tested in the third task where users had to cover an existing POI with a 
construction area POI. 
• 4. Edit Multiple POIs. In the fourth task users were asked to edit multiple 
POIs simultaneously. In the tasks users were asked to select all the toilet 
POIs from the map, remove the title from each of them and add a new tag. 
• 5. Delete multiple POIs. In order to test multiple editing even further the fifth 
task asked users to delete multiple POIs from the map. The POIs that 
needed to be deleted were all the same class. 
• 6. Find a Missing POI. In the sixth task users were asked to find a missing 
POI from the map. For this task only, the floor and one property were given 
as information about the POI. 
• 7. Make Changes Go Live. In order to make changes go live they needed 
to be uploaded to the server and tiles needed to be regenerated from the 
data. In the seventh task users were asked to perform these two steps. 
The last part of the test was Post-Session Question. In the Post-Session question part 
users had opportunity to evaluate the product and give feedback about their overall 
experience. Post-Session Question part consisted of five questions in which users could: 
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• describe their overall experience with the product 
• measuring the usability on a scale from 1 to 5 
• list what they liked the most 
• list what they liked the least 
• and compare the product to the current system. 
After the test was conducted the results were analysed.  
7.2 Reviewing the Results 
Pre-Session Questions 
Regarding the expectations towards the product there was a consent among the 
employees. Everyone expected the application to be fast and easy to use and hoped 
that it would fasten the map update process. Reliability was also mentioned as one of 
the requirements. 
Tasks 
1. Find and edit single POI 
While finding the POI, selecting it and changing the title was relatively straight forward 
some users struggled with changing the class. Only one employee needed assistance 
on the task with changing the class of the POI. Based on the feedback the dropdown 
from which POI’s class can be changed should have some sort of indicator for what it 
does instead of stating the class name. Also, even though the POIs are sorted 
alphabetically in the list the menu could be longer in order to see more possible POI 
classes. Employees appreciated how Indoor Map Editor automatically fills sidebar’s tags 
based on the POI’s class. 
2. Add an area to a POI 
The area was added to the POI from the sidebar and by dragging the vertices users 
managed to edit the area with ease. Some users had problem selecting the POI from the 
map by clicking the room’s title. For some reason Mapbox’s method 
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queryRenderedFeatures couldn’t return data in that symbol layer but the users found 
other ways to select POI instead. One user used X-ray mode to select the POI and one 
user used search and selected the POI from the results. The way confirmation of editing 
was done varied between the users. Some users had adapted to pressing the enter key 
for confirmation and some users switched between clicking around the map or the 
sidebar for confirmation. Each of the participants managed to complete the task without 
any assistance. 
3. Adding a new POI to the map 
Adding a new from the dropdown and making the area to follow the existing POI was 
clear for the users. One user found an efficient approach by duplicating the POI that was 
supposed to be covered with copy command. After copying the POI, the user pasted the 
POI on to the same spot and changed the duplicates class to match construction area 
POI. Other employees added POI from the sidebar and modified its area manually. 
4. Edit multiple POIs 
In the task users had different approaches for selecting the POIs for editing. One user 
used search to get all the POI’s from the map while one user used alt key and mouse 
click for multiple selection. Since the actual edit process doesn’t differ from single to 
multiple edit the changes were made at ease. This was also appreciated by the 
employees how the editing procedure doesn’t differ based on the number of selected 
objects. At the time of the fourth task users already used application’s interactions more 
fluently. One employee mentioned that the tag selector could have a legend explaining 
what the colour coding of the selected tags means. 
5. Delete multiple POIs 
Selecting the POIs was done by using application’s select similar feature and alt-key and 
mouse click combination. One user stated that having either control or command key 
combined to the click would be more intuitive. According to the employees the 
confirmation dialog before the delete was appreciated while the phrasing of the dialog 
message could’ve been better. 
6. Finding a missing POI 
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All of the users used search for finding the POI while some mentioned that X-ray mode 
could’ve also been used. After selecting the POI from the search result menu users knew 
how to change the class to accordingly. Some users mentioned an improvement which 
they would’ve wanted to have with the search: since the POI that is selected from the 
search menu may not always be visible in the map the application could centre the view 
to the selected POI automatically. 
7. Uploading Changes to Server 
In order to make changes go live they needed to be uploaded to the server and tiles 
needed to be regenerated from the data. In the seventh task users were asked to perform 
these two steps. Some users mentioned that the application could highlight somehow 
that after uploading changes to the server tiles need to be regenerated. User’s also 
would’ve wanted some way of confirming when the tiles have been generated. 
7.3 Post-Session Questions 
Based on the answers the overall experience of the application was good and intuitive. 
Users saw that the application would prove beneficial tool in the future for the map 
changes. When estimating the experience on a scale from 1 to 5 the average of the 
application was 4. 
Features that users liked most were seeing changes instantly on a map, the clean and 
intuitive UI, adaptivity and how tasks could be done in many ways. User suggested 
improvements such as how the application could have a tutorial for first time users where 
all the application’s features would be presented. One employee stated that some 
features were difficult to discover, and a tutorial would make the application easier to 
adapt to. 
When considering Steerpath’s current map maintenance process the employees saw the 
application as a huge improvement. According to one employee the new application 
saves a lot time and effort when making map changes. When normally it would have 
required to make changes to the correct CAD file and upload it to the server the new 
application allowed changes to be done more efficiently. Another employee stated that 
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tasks done in the usability test might not have worked at the first time since during the 
current process there’s no visual confirmation or feedback of the changes.  
7.4 Summary of the Usability Test 
The results of the usability test and users’ feedback prove that the indoor map data can 
be managed with the web application. All users managed to perform the tasks and 
upload their changes to the server. Users found that the application was easy to adapt 
to and saw that it would ease their map maintenance process.  
Users also found room for improvement for the application. Some users mentioned that 
phrasing at some parts of the application could have been better and more descriptive. 
In addition to smaller UI related improvements all users mentioned that the application 
should have a tutorial for the first-time users. 
8 Conclusion 
The aim of this thesis was to enhance Steerpath’s indoor map maintenance process and 
make it efficient and user friendly. For improving the map update process a web 
application was planned, implemented and verified. In this thesis there were two main 
points which were researched. One of the points was to study different web map 
technologies and how they could be utilised in the application. Another point was to study 
the user experience domain and design the best possible User Experience for the 
application. The work was carried out in the following steps: 
• Researching the theory how map data can be constructed and presented 
in web environment. 
• Studying company specific backgrounds and data models. 
• Reviewing User Experience of the existing and utilised map editors. 
• Conducting comprehensive survey among the employees of Steerpath to 
figure out the requirements for the application. 
• Designing the application’s User Experience and architecture. 
• Implementing requirements and developing the application. 
• Conducting a usability test to measure how well the application meets the 
requirements. 
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The application was created based on the most common use cases which were received 
from the user requirements survey. Based on the results and use cases the first 
implementation of the application was developed. At the end of the project a usability 
test was held among the employees of Steerpath. 
Overall, the application shows that indoor map data can be managed and maintained 
efficiently and user-friendly way on the web. Based on the results and feedback of the 
usability test, the application was proven to meet the requirements it was set by the 
company. The company sees potential in the application and once it was proven to be 
an efficient tool the design for further development started. While the initial version of the 
application was narrowed down to handle the POI data on the map, the concepts and 
practises of the edit procedure and its User Experience can be applied further into other 
map data editors as well. In future the application will be integrated as part of the 
Steerpath’s indoor map ecosystem. 
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